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Abstract- Haze is a characteristic phenomenon wherein the
residue, smoke and different particles modify the vision of the
sky to diminish the deceivability. Dim images cause different
deceivability issues for traffic client, voyagers all over,
particularly in uneven territories where haze and fog are
normal. A start to finish encoder-decoder preparing model is
used to accomplish a top notch dehazed image. The strategy
additionally gives transmission map of the foggy image which
can further be utilized to upgrade deceivability of the scene.
The dehazing procedures structured so far are not really
compelling at protecting surface subtleties, particularly if there
should be an occurrence of an unpredictable foundation and
enormous haze gradient image. Hence, the investigation of
new choices for structuring a successful earlier is attractive.
Therefore, in this exploration work, Perceptual Fog Density
(PFD) is intended to assess profundity map from cloudy
images. The transmission map is additionally improved by
using artificial neural networks.
Keywords- dehazed image, Perceptual Fog Density (PFD),
MATLAB, Image Processing
I.
INTRODUCTION
The process is uncertain and cannot evaluate the transmitting
quality because the source picture accounts for three formulas
a pixel. It is the product of the inability to respond to the
following question based on a single image: look through a
thick white layer on deep red surface or is a faint red surface
seen in a close or transparent medium [1]. In the main, this
uncertainty, which we term the air-light, comprises one simple
output picture for each pixel and cannot be solved individually
[2][3]. A new way to recover an un-spoilt images received as
an input with a single photograph in this study. The picture is
split into the areas of a constant albedo, and the uncertainty of
air light-albedo is solved by creating an additional restriction
that needs a regional statistical correlation of superficial
shading and media transmitting functions [5].
This requires a significant difference between the shading
element and the noise in the picture. The correlation theory is
also used to measure the hue of the air sun. This approach is
passive: numerous scene frames, light blocking distortion, data
regarding landscape distance, or advanced sensors or
equipment are no longer necessary [6]. The operation of the
PC sight measurements (e.g.) would essentially undergo a
subjective, low-differentiation scene elegance [7]. The need of
photo shredder today has mostly been established in awful
situations to handle computerized objects. Photo Dehazing is

an inconvenient question, because it depends on elusive depth
information and the information is a single image [9]
II.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The smoothing process usually decomposes an image to be
filtered into two layers: a base layer formed by homogeneous
regions with sharp edges and a detail layer which can be either
noise. Local filtering-based edge preserving smoothing
techniques suffer from halo artefacts.
III.
IMPLEMENTATION
In this area, the present a procedure that consolidates dehazed
CNN net and GGIF system and talk about how these
structures are identified with thoughts in existing strategies for
Dehazing image, for example, GGIF, WGIF and GIF. Part 3
clarifies the GGIF strategy well. The GGIF technique is
continued by the strategy for dehazed CNN framework which
comprises of the accompanying advances:
1)Feature Extraction: The significant parameters of required
highlights of the image which recognize the dimness thickness
are dark channel, tint and color map. These are determined in
this progression.
2)Multi-Scaled Mapping-This is the technique for mapping the
highlights dependent on pixels determined in the initial step.
3)The subsequent stage is Local Extremum Calculation work,
according to CNN's old-style structure, the most serious
district is respected to defeat neighbourhood affectability
under each image. In expansion, the nearby extremum
depends on the conviction that the halfway transmission is
locally steady, and the mayhem of transmission appraisal is as
a rule to be conquered. then utilize a nearby extremum task in
DehazeNet's fifth stage.
4)Non-Linear Regression-Here figure the non-straight relapse
in the image. It is determined by bilinear corrected direct unit
framework as taken from Dehazed net cnn method.
5)Using the preparation information and stacking into the
product.
6) After the GGIF step, the gamma variable is changed in
accordance with protect the fine structure of the image and
pursued by the progression of execution of the framework
dependent on net CNN.
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IV.
MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
Globally guided filtering GGIF :
The G-GIF input is an image that should be filtered, as well as
a vector control field while the GIF and WGIF inputs are an
image that should be filtered.
Let V=(Vh,Vo) is the guidance vector field;
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Step3: Now adding the Gaussian filter.
Step4: Calculating the Guidance Vector
equations(eq.1).

Field using

Step 5: Calculating the cost functions E(O) as shown in the
equation 2. The vector O is reducing the cost functions.
Step 6: Applying dehazenet

(1)
Here using the matrix notation, when the cost function E(O)
is,

Step 7: Here applying the Weighted Least Squares Filter
(WLS) filter that will be smoothing the image.
Step 8: Calculating the haze free image parameter as shown in
the equation 4. The Haze removal technique improve the color
and contrast of the scene.

(2)
The output picture O l is separated into two layers through a
smoothing filter preserving edge to achieve the goal.

Step 9: Calculating the perceptual fog density (PFD) is
observed characteristics of foggy images.
Step 10: Converting to RGB color images as output.

(3)
As in the Equation (3), the edge inputs that keep the filter
smooth are an image that should be smoothed and a vector
field.

VI.
RESULTS
In this image it is seen that having the less perceptual fog
density and also it preserves the color intensity of the flower in
the image as shown in below images.

V.
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Haze-free image J (x) is easily retrieved due to the media
transmission t(x) and the atmospheric light α.

(4)
Although Dehaze Net is focused on CNNs, the illuminated
network can guarantee real-time performance and operates
without GPUs.
Algorithms:

Fig.1: Original Hazy Image Input 2

Step1: Load input image
Step2: Applying the filter to remove noise.

Fig.2: Output Image of the Work (for input image 2)
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Below is the perceptual fog density chart of the second input image.
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Fig.3: Perceptual Fog Density Graph Input Image 2
In Figure 2, 3 and 4 high hazy imagesare taken as input 3. This image gives best results ANN-GGIF and also the structure of the
image is preserved for the high hazy image as seen in the output images below.

Fig.4: Original Hazy Image Input 3

Fig.5: Output Image of the Proposed Work (for input image 3)
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Fig.6: Perceptual Fog Density Graph Input Image 3
The above figure shows the perceptual fog density of the system when given input 3 as input to the system.

Fig.7: Original Hazy Image Input 4
Figure 5, 6 and 7 shows the third input images results for perceptual gfog density. Here the minimum is GIF, but it has attenuated
the color and structure of the image. And the ANN-GGIF enhances the features and true colors of the image.

Fig.8: Output Image of the Proposed Work (for input image 4)
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Fig.9: Perceptual Fog Density Graph Input Image 4
Above figure shows the perceptual fog density of the final image.
The above figure 7 shows the original hazy image take as first input. In Figure 8, the techniques are applied on the original image.
Here, the minimum perceptual fog density in the output image is that of ANN-GGIF. Hence, it is better technique than the other
ones.
The figure 9 shows the Perceptual Fog Density Graph Input Image 4

Fig.10: Original Hazy Image Input 1

Fig.11: Output Image of the Proposed Work (for input image 1)
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The above Figure 11 shows the Output Image of the Proposed Work, the chart represents the perceptual fog density of the first
input image.
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Fig.12: Perceptual Fog Density Graph Input Image 1
VII.
CONCLUSION
As found in the outcomes segment, the new method named
ANN-GGIF has critical points of interest over the past
strategies like GIF, WGIF and GGIF. it has many applications
in the ﬁelds of computational photography and image
processing. It is seen that the findings are more extravagant for
ANN-GGIF in many pictures and it likewise keeps up the
great picture content organization. This image processing has
many advantages after it will improve the color of the images
and it remove the single images. Perceptual mist density is the
strategy utilized before to check the adequacy of the dehazed
image. The base worth connotes that the image is fog free.
This improves the adequacy of the Dehazing picture plot by
utilizing the ANN-GGIF strategy in the Dehazing systems of
the first picture.
VIII.
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